Diabetes Note Type – Elements for UniNet Requirements

- Select diabetes visit type for diabetic specific patient visits
- A chief complaint is not needed; the diabetic note will invoke in the HPI automatically
- If an additional chief complaint is needed, the HPI form will need to be added manually
- Bolded blue items are required for UniNet reporting
- The Diabetes flow sheet will assist with monitoring the needs of the diabetic patient
- Recurring diabetic orders can be selected quickly on one page in the Diabetes Care Guide
- There is a specific Diabetes Foot Exam under Physical Examination

CUMC PAC Office Orders

- Walk-In Patients – Enter “walk in” on the “Comments to Performing Location” box under additional details on order
- Auto-faxed to CUMC PAC – no need to fax it manually
- CUMC PAC will call the patient (except for walk ins) and fax the order back with scheduled date/time
- Annotate the date/time confirmation on the original order
- Clinical questions are now required fields
- Do not “COMPLETE” the order until results received
- DON’T FORGET THE DETAILS

Reminders & Tidbits

- DME supplies:
  o Start with RX tab and checkmark “Include Pharmacy Supplies”.
  o Cannot find in RX tab? Go to Supplies tab. Print requisition & give to patient.
- Do not select Ctrl-Alt-Del on the thin client computer as they will lock up
- Orders (lab, imaging, etc.) must contain the source, body part, etc. as applicable
- Go to the website below to get more information about CareGuides
- When calling for support and no answer, we’re helping other customers
  o Please leave a message with specific, direct phone number and your first and last name
  o We’ll call you right back

Check out the website at http://medschool.creighton.edu/ehr/ for more great information and frequently asked questions
Email Support: cmasupport@creighton.edu
Telephone Support: 402.280.3510 – Option 1